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Revised Code wording hinders approval
by BRUCE LA.RRICK
Editorial Editor
The final revised code of the Student Council Code Revision Committee Is lying In limbo somswhere in the administration building, Dan Warfleld chairman of the
committee, said yesterday.

The code, which Is the result
of a year's work by the committee
will probably not be decided on by
the administration until the fall
quarter of this year, he said.
Warfleld said his committee met
with Dr. James Bond, vice president of student affairs, last week

DAVID AND GOLIATH-Dan Warfield, chief p,oponent of the Revised Code, awaits the decision

and no real progress was made
concerning adoption or Implementation of the code. The final voice
In approving the new code belongs
to the University Board of Trustees.
The major area of conflict is In
the proposed judicial system, In
which the revised code takes away

of Administration members on the future of the
document. (Photo by Paul Collins)

the administration's power of suspension without trial.
The hang-up occurs In the wording of the section of the code
concerning disposition of cases and
the Office of Standards and Procedures.
The Interim Code states: "Tne
case may be finally disposed of
through a counseling Interview between the accused student and the
appropriate personnal dean or other
designated administrator.
However, the accused, if he does not
desire a counseling solution, may
request that his case be heard by
an appropriate judicial body."
The revised code states: "If
it is the considered judgment of the
Office of Standards and Procedures
that there are sufficient grounds
for an allegation of a violation of
a university, city, state, or federal rule, regulation, code, or law,
but that the case may be handled
through a counseling or other nonJudlclal, non-punitive solution, thiiy
may Implement such a solution
with the consent of the accused."
The differences between these
two statements are pointed up In the
key words "may -equest" and
"consent".
Under the Interim Code, an accused student may request a trial,
but that request may be denied by
the Office of Standards and Procedures. This Is what happened
In the aftermath of the Rodgers
Quadrangle walk-in, w'.wn 20 students were placed on probation
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Coincil elections
may be contested
Student Court Chief Justice E.B.
Rice yesterday revealed that Robert
J. Harper had inquired about rules
governing student body elections
and procedures for bringing an
election challenge to court.
Rice said Harper planned to return this morning, presumably to
file the case.
Earlier yesterday, defeated candidates Tom Maher of the University Party, and Frank Plttman, who
lost to Mlchalskl by 52 votes, were
discussing an election challenge,
but would not specify on what
grounds it would be made.
It is rumored on campus that
Bob Mlchalskl, newly-elected Student Council president, spent over
the prescribed $100 limit.

Vol. 53, Number 99

Queen crowning Friday
The finalists for the May Queen
contest are, for queen: Becky
Rutgers, Alpha XI Delta; Betty
Stechschulte, Chapman Hall; Mary
Tefenhart, Delta Zeta; Georgia
Alexander, Chi Omega; and Linda
Rollins, Alpha Chi Omega.
Junior attendants are: Barb

Georgia Alexander

Freshman attendants are: Debbie Davis, Alpha ChlOmega; Chris
Simpson, Delta Zeta; and Connie
Younglove, Delta Gamma.
The coronation of the May Queen
Sophomore attendants are: Carol Compte, Delta Gamma; Lynn and her Court will be at 8 p.m.
Frey, Chi Omega; and Bonnie tomorrow, In the Student Services
Building.
Walkup, Alpha Chi Omega.
Flotz, Delta Gamma; Carol Leonard, Chi Omega; and Sandy Minor
Alpha XI Delta.

Linda Rollins

Becky Rutgers

Betty Stechschulte

Mary Tefenhart

News jobs open
The News Is accepting pos| it ions on the editorial and business staffs. Applications can
be obtained from Judy Elcher
:
In tne News office, 103 University Hall, and should be returned by 5 p.m., Monday.

through a counseling solution which
did not involve a trial.
The new code provides for a
counseling solution only when an
accused student consents to It. In
other words, if a student demands
a trial, the University must give
it to him or drop the charges.
These differing views of the powers of the Office of Standards
and Procedures have been the basic
point of contention between students
and administrators all year.
When announcing the disciplinary
action against the 20 students after
the Rodgers walk-In, Dr. Bond
explained tha; the administration
wanted this provision maintained In
any code because a strictly legalistic approach would not be in
keeping with the University's educational mission.
Dr. Bond emphasized at that time
that an Inflexible, legalistic code
could Under many of the operations
of the student personnel deans,
and that this could hurt the students
as much as the administration.
In a progress report to Strudent
Council on April 10, the code committee stated: "OSP (Standards and
Procedures) has been an Instrument of intimidation and a means
to circumvent any vestige of Judicial due process of fairness In
cases where the administration has
found this approach convenient.
This has been demonstrated m: .iy
times, most recently in the Rodgers Incident. It has served to
take significant issues out of the
public eye and to aid in the repression of growth and an atmosphere conducive to growth on this
campus. In this function it is the
antithesis of educational, Institutional, and Individual growth."
Other changes proposed in the
new code Include the removal of
the Office of Standards and Procedures from the appeal stucture
in all cases, making it an office
for referral to appropriate Judicial bodies only.
The progress report stated: "If
he (an accused student) goes to
OSP and OSP decides that a judicial solution Is Indicated, he must
go to court."
"It is one of our major goals
that no disciplinary action be taken
except suspension or expulsion for
academic or financial reasons, unless that disciplinary action or a
stronger one is recommended by
the court of original Jurisdiction."
Another major change in the Ju- dlclal system Is in the area of
off-campus violations of local, state
or federal law. The revised code
states that a student may be suspended from the University only after he has been convicted of a
violation.
The Interim Code provides for
possible suspension after a student has been Indicted for an offcampus violation and if the suspension Is In the best interests of
the student and the University.
Tie difference between these two
statements Is pointed up in a current case in which Ron Nye, a
freshman, was suspended by the
University after the Wood County
(Continued on page 9)

'Carnival' is theme for Spring Weekend
Concerts, cotton candy and carnivals will highlight Spring Weekend
festivities tomorrow thru Sunday.
Area residents and all other In-

ASE meets tonight to nap strategy
on request for wage increase plan
By RICH BERGEMAN
Assistant Editorial Editor
The Association of Student Employees will hold an organizational
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in Rodgers main lounge to discuss future
actions.
The group Is facing a number of problems In working out Its requests
with the administration, the primary one being time. There are only
four weeks left in the quarter.
The Association also feels it has run Into a dead end on Its request
for a guaranteed wage Increase plan. There seems to be no room
for compromise on the Issue on the part of administrators contacted
so far.
The ad hoc group hopes to continue working with the administration
on the consumption and grievance proposals.
The committee feels a grievance procedure similar to that already
In effect for full-time employees would meet their needs. This system
provides the agrieved with the option of setting up an impromptu
Impartial board to hear the grievance if the previous decisions received
from ills immediate supervisors are unsatisfactory.
The consumption plan, Including an Improved means of disposal
of surplus food and the initiation of meal ticket purchases by the meal,
rather than the all-or-nothing plan now In use. also has to be discussed.

terested persons are cordially Invited to attend the weekend events,
emphasized Susan Basquln, Spring
Weekend co-chairman.
More than 1,000 parents and
friends of the University are expected to be on hand for the festivities which officially begin with
a lecture by balloonist Charles
MacArthur, Tolland, Conn., at
4 p.m. tomorrow on the steps of
Williams Hall. If weather conditions are right, Mr. MacArtur wlil
attempt an ascent In his balloon
at 5:30 p.m. and again at 2 p.m.
Saturday, In front of University
Hall.
In keeping with the weekend's
"Carnival" theme, an actual car-

Commuter results
The results for the commuter
organization election are: president, Pat Vandersal (233) and
Fred Paini (188); executive secretary, Join Henzler (248) and
John Goutlerre (163); communications secretary, Judy Shuler (218)
and Barbara Sayers (200).

nival, complete with rides, cotton
candy and booths, will be set up
in the Sterling Farm area. It
will run from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday, and from 1:30 p.m. to
10:00 p.m., Sunday.
Two noted performers will provide the weekend's music entertainment. Popular singer Johnny
Mathls will present a concert at
8 p.m., Saturday, In Memorial Hall.
Tickets are on sale In the Union
lobby for $3, $3.50, anl $4.
Folk-singer John Bassette, a
performer at numerous folk festivals and with Sammy Davis Jr.
"Golden Boy", will make four
appearances this week. He will be
singing at 8:30 p.m. tonight and
at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday In the Union Carnation
Room. Admission will be 25 cents.
The University theatre's production of "Summertree" will be
held at 8 p.m., tonight thru Sunday In the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Tickets are on sale in the Unlverwlty Hall box office.
Other weekend highlights Include
the opening of the Undergraduate
Art Show at 1 p.m., Sunday, in the

Fins Arts Building, and the Association of Women Students' annual
May Sing competition for University
women at 1:30, Sunday, in the Union
Ballroom.
Tomorrow's schedule also Includes the Phi Kappa Tau bed race
at 6 p.m. in the Union oval; the
coronation of the May Queen and
Court at 8 p.m. in the Student Services Building, anl an all-campus
dance at 9 p.m. on the Library
terrace.
Saturday's activities Include open
houses in various academic departments; Sigma Chi Derby Day events
beginning at 10 a.m.; the AWS
fashion show at 1 p.m. In thePhea^^^
sant Room; and a
Jfl ^b.
baseball doublefl
B
header between
■W^J
Kent State Unl™f
verslty
and
Bowling Green
at 1 p.m. In Stel-A.^—
lar Field.
I M^.
Festivities will
■f end at 10 p.m.,
I T|| Sunday, with the
H
H closing of the
Johnny Mathls carnival.
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Michalski's job
Hub Mil-li.il.sk i has a big job ahead of him. In fact, it may be a
bigger job than he bargained for.
There are certain facts about the election that will make his
job more difficult than any president's in recent years. Of 2,809
students who voted for president, Michalski grabbed only 39 per
cent, a smaller plurality than Nick Licate had in last year's
election.
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And if one takes the entire student enrollment of 13,000, the
votes for Michalski totalled only eight per cent of the student

body.
Because of these facts, one of his first jobs will be to acquire
student support and confidence in his leadership. If he doesn't
do this, he will be hampered in carrying out his responsibilities
in much the same way I.icutc was this year, when student support
of his program was meager, to say the least.
Another fuctor which may hamper his administration is the result of the election for the other Student Council positions. None
of his running mates for the three vice presidential posts were
elected, with (»reg Thatch, Hoger Coute, and Beverly Kvuns
winning. All of these |iersons were running on tin- Frank Pittnuin
ticket.
Thin indicates an endorsement by the students of Bob Michalski as a person, but not necessarily his plutform. In the voting
yesterday, the students endorsed the I'ittinun platform by electing his vice presidential running mates and not Michulski's.
Coupled with this problem is the ideological orientation of the
16 Council representatives elected yesterduy. The University
Party, which had the most liberul platform, won exactly half
of the seats and of the eight independents, three (Murk Kruse,
F.ric Furry, und Art Toulston) may be considered liberals.
This problem muy be alleviated somewhat in the fall when six
of the III' representatives, along with Furry, come up for reelection.
All in all, Michalski's job will be much harder than his election campaign, which he wuged vigorously. But now he must
turn to these problems and see if he can work out some solutions,
or it will be a long year, both for him and the student body.

letters to the editor
White mimicry
To end years of repression and
almost genocldal subjugation of
a people, a Black Panther movement has finally begun to end
white racial superiority and exploitation of Blacks. The Black
Panthers, their goal being not to
become a part of the white, capitalistic, democracy-cloaked system, have discouraged white membership to forward an Idea of
understandable Separatism.
In order to cash In on the sensationalism (It is not officially
"in" to be overtly compassionate with blacks in these factions),
the White Panther movement was
started. They have adorned themselves with absurd goals to further the flippancy of their beliefs
and alienated many from the Black
(and only real) Panther movement.
It Just is not enough for them
to support and believe in the Black
Panthers; they had to be osten-

The tyranny of pacifism
By JOHN D. ALLTON
Student Columnist
What could be more worthy of
consideration than pacifism? It's
a belief that conjures thoughts of
humanity, courage, and selflessness in this ego-centric world of
gyrating technology and ecological
destruction.
It's a simple word, but one I
cannot accept. For all Its simple beauty, pacifism, as a belief,
is a tyrant of the mind and would
rob me of my freedom.
What I am going to espouse are
liberal notions, and ones certainly
not in vogue with the New Left.
And the New Leftist can already
recognize the old pattern of the
glad-handed, smiling agreement
followed by the deftly wielded dagr
ger of liberal logic that cuts the

heart out of the matter. But I
do not first smile and then rip at
pacifism merely to gainsay my establishment biases.
My concern
here is a sincere one--a concern
for peace, for peace is the one
subject I would not glad-hand.
Let's start with a model, a model
of pacifism. And for it, we will
choose the deep, mystical, and almost oriental pacifism of Tolstoi.
Hence we have defined Pacifism as
that entrenched and deeply felt
notion that no killing can be Justified, and that all mechanisms of
death are Inherently bad.
At this moment, as you read
these notations, there are glistening fortresses raining death and
destruction over what we refer
to as Nam.
That Is certainly
not a pleasant thought, and Tol-
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stoy could not have Imagined any
good being accrued by our SAC
bombers.
Whether bombers over Nam are
winning the peace Is a tactical
question. You could argue that
the war Is unjust because It Is
a civil concern of the Vietnamese people, and I would listen.
You could argue that strategic
bombing is futile, and I would
listen. And you could argue that
the NLF Is only fighting to secure
land from the colonial Interests,
and again I would listen and consider.
What you cannot tell me Is that
the bombers over Nam are Inherently evil and that no good can
possibly come from them whatso-ever. Why not? Because there
Is a chance that the bombers over
Nam are winning the peace, there
is a chance that our two divisions
in Korea are winning the peace,
and as long as there is a chance
I cannot logically dispel those
alternatives.
If I accept pacifism, my responses are reduced
Infinitely and options are forever closed. And this, of course,
constitutes a logical impingement
of my freedom to choose. And the
tyrant Is not an oppressor, but
my own mind.
Tolstoy's pacifism, that deep
pacifism which is epitomized in
America by the Quakers, is beautiful humanity. And yet, it Is
also an Impotent humanity, for
there is no choice—there can be
no arms born against a sea of
troubles.
And without choice,
there is no freedom for the devlopment of potential.
I offer this little model of liberal semantics to demonstrate two
things.
First of all, that the
desire for peace Is not the monopoly of C.O.'s and deferred clergy.
And secondly, tbat not all attacks
on pacifism are grounded in trfte
arguments about molested sisters
and. mother sr - - • - - - - ^-- ** \

tacious and top the blacks for
Newspaper and magazine coverage instead of simply making a
moral commitment.
White mimicry of unfelt black
suppression Is stupid.
Liz Mynko
311 Lowry

ABM debate
Should we or should we not go
ahead with the proposed null ballistic missle system ?
It will
cost a lot of money.
Yes, but
don't you think that money spent
to defend our country is money
well spent?
Some experts say
that It won't work.
And how
much do you know about missle

systems?
Adoption of the ABM
may continue to spiral the arms
race-with the whole-hearted support of the military-Industrial
complex.
So, you would leave
us defenseless against a Chinese
or Soviet attack?
ABM Forum and Mail-In, Thursday at 4:00 P.M. on the steps of
William? Hall. Analyze, syntheslxe, criticize, categorize...compare, contrast, contradict, dissect.
Mall a letter to your favorite senator and tell him what is blowing
your mind.
But what if the Soviets are
building an AABM...
John Hollan
Sociology Dept.

Time administrators got tough
At Cornell University a group of students seized a building, armed
themselves with rifles and shotguns, spears and hatchets, and pressed
their demands on the faculty. The faculty refused the demands, but
after additional threats, agreed. This action may set a precedent of
using weapons to Intimidate faculty and admlstration. The degree of
disturbance on the nation's campuses has Increased rapidly in the last
few months.
The reason that disturbances exist Is that they work.
If a group Is forceful enough In its deminds, the faculty and/or
administration give In, at least to a great degree.
Demands were reasonable at first. Black students desired their
numbers to be somewhat proportional to the races. But now Black
militants at Cornell demand to be able to hire and fire professors.
And this type of demand Is being met.
SDS has had various lists of demands for years. They could fall
generally under the category "Freedom From Work," a freedom illogical In this or any previous culture. Gains because of recent campus violence have given this organization new strength In violent
disruptions.
It is time the administrations, faculties, and students of the country
get tough. Legitimate demands must always be considered and acted
upon. But coercion by force must be stopped , by all means available.
If this means lawbreakers must be shot to protect others from bodily
harm, then it must be done. The university Is obligated to do this for
the Individuals who comprise the university.
Larry Wels
Jim Mackovjak
525 Thurstln, #9

Wisdom of the old
By ROGER SCHMIDT
Guest Columnist
If, in your brief stay on this planet, you discover that the world
and all Its shameful peoples may be divided many ways; if, in the
course of sixteen or seventeen years of PUBLIC TRAINING you actually sneak In an EDUCATION; If, at some time between the last
time you get pinned and the first time you Indulge In human sexual intercourse as a conscious participant; if , while waiting around to die,
you are not bitter about death because you have actually lived.
If all these things or parts of them or one of them happen or are
happening to you it may comfort you to know you were not completely
alone. Somewhere, someone, somehow will watch the guard and tackle
instead of the flashy halfback; the proctor will spout some wisdom
the prof has long since forgotten; a fellow factory worker in a sober
moment -will share with you a fondly recalled summer day of pure
hell-raising antics; your children will cllm^ all over your newspaper and smile so innocently you won't care If the sports section
Is destroyed; your new neighbor can pick up your order at the store
and you never worry about it getting home...
So you think I haven't completely lost my postlche (look it up),
I shall ask you to look at those events and try to distinguish between
the WISDOM of the situation and the VALUES Implied. And then, If
you are young, adopt all the WISDOM i-he ol'folks drop on your prqperly bowed head and properly eliminate, like alt waste products, the
VALUES they-claim & thejr own. Make up youpown. Ands If you are
old, I m4an oejfon* the' "age'* ei oiay learn thfc-'VALTJES or the young
and see how closely they fit your own WISDOM.
...-■>..
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Arabs encircle Lebanese village
Edited by Ken Berzof •

Soviets rap Chinese army
MOSCOW - A Soviet newspaper charged yesterday that society tn Red
China Is being militarized on an unprecedented scale as part of a continuing struggle by M-o Tse-tung for absolute power.
The paper said militarization had gone so far that "now the army has
taken into its hands full control over Industry and transport, mining and
agricultural communes, means of propaganda and cultural organs."

Borman receives new post
SPACE CENTER, Houston, Tex. -Air Force Col. Frank Borman, commander of the Christmastime space flight around the moon and back, has
been named field director of a program aimed at putting many men in
space for months at a time.
Borman will work on study efforts directed at establishing large space
stations orbiting the earth. These stations have been proposed as laboratories for scientists who would work in space for months. Orbiting laboratories Is one of the main projects NASA has been considering for
the era following the moon landing, now set for July.

US tries 9th nuclear test
WASHINGTON - A nuclear test, the ninth to be announced this year,
was set off underground yesterday at the Atomic Energy Commission's
Nevada test site.
The A EC said the blast was of low intermediate yieli which means
it had a force equivalent to between 20,000 and 200,000 tons of TNT.

Laird opposes discrimination
WASHINGTON - Secretary of Defense Melvln R. Laird told the armed
forces yesterday, "We must not permit the lrrelevancles of ra:e and
color, or any other factor, to divide and weaken us."
In a memorandum to the services, Laird urged uniformed personnel
"to reject divisive and fragmenting forces and Influences In our society
which seek to diminish the integrity, unity and strength of our armed
forces."
Pentagon figures showed there are now 312,819 Negroes In the Armed
forces, representing 9.2 per cent of all uniformed personnel. There are
66,036 Negroes serving In Vietnam, making up 10.7 per cent of U.S.
manpower In the war zone.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -ALebanese border village Is under selge
by about 2,000 Arab guerrillas,
government
sources said yesterday. The Lebanese accused a
Syrian commando outfit of masterminding the assault.
A Lebanese communique said
the mountain village of llasbaya, close to the Israeli border
had been virtually encircled by
guerrillas of the Al Salka-Thunderbolt organization, affiliated
with Syria's ru'.lng Baath party.
The charge brought a sharp
denial from Al Salka headquarters In Damascus and a warnIn; to Beirut not to Interfere
with the com naiidoe' forays agalnst Israel.
Al Salka proposed that a commission be set up with the Lebanese army anl various guerrilla
organizations to investigate responsibility for the Incidents in
southern Lebanon where the Lebanese army has been under attack
for several days.
The clashes reached a crescendo Tuesday in a battle near
the town of Kater Rlkha about
seven miles from Hashaya. Leb-

Health exams
Student teachers should report
to the Health Center for physical
examinations weekdays only from
8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. according
to the schedule listed below.
Students with last names beginning with these letters should report during the week of:
OPQR
May 12
ST
May 19
UVWXYZ
May 26
Make-up examinations
June 2

anese officials said at least one
Lebanese soldier was killed and
for the first time identified the
attackers as " non-Palestinian
armed groups." Later they placed
the blame directly upon Al Salka.
Beirut has been trying to hammer out an agreement with the
Arab guerrilla
movement over commando demands to use
Lebanon as a base for attacks
against Israel.
Lebanon has been attempting to
deter Palestinian guerrillas from
operating on its soil for fear of
reprisals from Israel.
Elsewhere:
- Israeli and Egyptian artillery
exchanged fire for about 17 minutes In the El Qantara section
of the Suez Canal, the IsraeU

army announced. No casualties
were reported In the exchange,
which Israel said Egypt started.
-At U.N. headquarters In Nev
York, Secretary-General U Thi ..
said In a report to the Securl^
Council that action was being take.,
to relocate control centers and
observation posts of the 90
U.N. cease-fire observers along
the 103-mile waterway.
A UN
spokesman said the aim was to
remove the posts from areas where
the observers had been exposed
to fire.
John H. Davis, president of the
American Near East Refugee Aid,
Inc., called for "sanctions and
other appropriate means" to compel Israel to give up control of
the Old City of Jerusalem.

Navy assigns Bucher
to train new officers
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Navy
yesterday announced that Cmdr.
Lloyd M. Bucher, skipper of the
Pueblo, has been assigned to the
Naval Postgraduate School, wnlch
prepares officers for future senior posts in management.
Bucher was described by the
Pentagon as "very pleased with
this asslgnement."
Word that the 41-year-old Bucher would be sent to the one-year
graduate course at Monterey, Calif., came a day after secretary
of the Navy John H. Chafee ordered dismissal of all charges
against him and others Involved In
capture of the Intelligence ship by
North Korea nearly 16 months ago.
Navy sources described the
postgraduate billet as "very highly
sought after."
"Cmdr. Bucher had expressed a

desire to receive postgraduate
training," said the Pentagon's top
spokesman, Daniel Z. Hendkln.
He will report there In July,
after completing his leave.
Officials said the school presents a management course, Including such fields as mathematics and statistics, and offers a
master's degree.
.Such an assignment Is normal
at this stage of a naval officer's
career,
they said, adding that
lieutenant commanders, commanders and some captains usually are picked for the course.
Secretary of Defense Melvln R.
Laird said Tuesday Bucher's future "does look good to me,"
and Chafee said he didn't think
the Pueblo affair would cast a
lifelong cloud on the officer's
career.

Parma schools face closing
PARMA - Parma's schools, put In financial trouble Tuesday when
voters turned down a levy, may be forced to close today due to a teacher
walkout.
Supt. Stuart Openlander said that he would not make a decision to
close the schools until he found out how many teachers would go along
with a decision yesterday by the Parma Education Association to stay
away from classes.
The levy would have brought In $4 million, and officials said that
schools will now have to be closed from Oct. 15 to the first of January for lack of funds.

gggg Intarratts

UNIVERSITY
LECTURE SERIES
presents
Program 6: "The New Left
and the
New Right"
a lecture by

M. STANTON
EVANS

Guys and gals walkin'
on the wild side are
choosing flare bottom
slacks this year . . .
very much "in" now.
The contrasting nubby
string-knit mock-turtle
shirts make great
music, too. Like her
plaid panel scooter
skirt and mock-turtle
knit top? We're headquarters for this sort
of thing, y'know.

NOTED JOURNALIST
AND
POLITICAL SPOKESMAN

8:00 P.M.
THURSDAY, MAY 8

Education Building
Auditorium

PUBLIC INVITED
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Edmund Burke Society explained
By KEN BERZOF
Wire Editor
M. Stan ton Evans, editor of the
Indianapolis News, will speak on
the New Left and the New Right
at 8 p.m. Thursday In the lec-

If you feel like this poor
creature . . .
undecided what to wear . .
Come to the AWS Informal
Look At Spring and Summer
fashions. IN the Pheasant
Room and "the Nest".
Saturday, May 10th, 1 pm
Have lunch . . .and look at
the Best from the
CLOTHES RACK!!!!

ture hall In the Education Budding.
His appearance Is sponsored by
the Intercollegiate Studies Institute and the newly-formed Bowling Green chapter of the Edmund
Burke Society.
Founded in 1953, ISI Is a nonprofit, educational organization,
directed to promoting that education which It feels Is necessary
to the preservation of liberty.
Its motto Is "To educate for
liberty", keyed to the belief that
the desire and potential for freedom are gifts of man's nature.
Its philosophy Includes an Idea
that If people are educated, more
will be done to change society,
than by picketing and direct political action. ISI Is not concerned
with political participation and
turns Its attention solely to education through Its seven programs
which are: publications, associated groups, lectures, seminars,
summer schools, fellowships, and
book offers.
Publications for ISI are the Intercollegiate Review and the Academic Reviewer, both published
four times a year.
The Edmund Burke Society is
the affiliate of ISI that represents
the Institute on the college campus. Being connected with ISI, the
Edmund Burke Society does not
participate In partisan pollctlcs,
only with education; it distributes
ISI literature, sponsors lectures,
ho'ds seminars, and provides for
public sessions. Membership of
Edmund Burke Societies nationwide have Included more than 200
colleges and more than 37,000
students and professors. TheEBS,
In keeping with ISI policy, follows
conservative thought, that while
society must be reformed, certain Internal truths that are Important to man should be conserved. It upholds the belief that
to maintain stability in society
there must be an understanding
of God and a reverence toward
one's government and the tradi-

tions of society. Another philosophic belief of the club Is that
society cannot be remade overnight; rather, change must come
from an evolutionary process and
not by revolution.
Zdmund Burke Societies are organized on college campuses and
maintained by campus representatives. The campus representative for Bowling Green is W.
Wesley McDonald, a graduate
assistant in political science. He
received his B.A. at Towson College, Baltimore, Maryland, where
he started an EBS and It is still
active today. He plans to receive
his M.A. this 4u£ust and has accepted a teaching asslstantsliip to
the Graduate School of Public Affairs at the State University of
New York, in Albany.

His plans here Involve trying
to form a permanent Edmund
Burke Society, where he hopes to
turn the club over to interested
students to carry on the work.
McDonald maintains that other
political groups like YAF and SDS
are useful, but are not answers in
themselves.
"YAF is a useful political group
but Is not really concerned with
education," McDonald said. "Its
membership Is of a different personality, one wanting action."
"It's good for students wanting
political action but it needs ISI
for depth," he said.
"SDS is the product of any society that's lost Its direction, and
has become over mechanized and
over big," McDonald said, turning his thoughts to other political

Editor speaks tonight
M. Stanton Evans, editor of the
Indianapolis News, will speak on
the new left and the new right
Thursday at 8 p.m. In the lecture
hall In the Education Building.
His talk will analyze both the
new right and the new left. His
appearance Is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Studies Institute and
the newly-formed Bowling Green
chapter of the Edmund Burke Society, and is being handled by the
Philosophy department as part of
the University lecture series. Evans will be the sixth speaker In
the series, with one more speaker
scheduled to complete the series.
Evans, In addition to being editor
of the Indianapolis News, is an
associate editor and columnist for
National Review Magazine. He
received his B.A. in English at
Yale University and studied economics at N-*w York University.
He Is also an author, having written,
"The Liberal Establishment," "Revolt on the Campus,"
"The Politics of Surrender, ""The
Lawbreakers," and "The Future of
Conservatism."

Evans has spoken on contemporary Issues at colleges and seminars across the country and has
often been compared with William
F. Buckley - young, dynamic, with
a good command of the English
language.
The primary sponsor for the
speech Is ISI, Intercollegiate
Studies Institute.

organizations on campus.
"SDS provides a certain amount
of dissent and they are right In
some of their dissent, but I'm
upset at some of their methods.
They disrupt other people's rights,
like going to classes." he said.
McDonald attributes' the growth
of SDS to the corruptness of society but says that the group will cease
to exist when the corruption stops.
"People In SDS have dropped out
of the political function because
they look at society as so corrupted
that they can't participate; but they
tend to over-exaggerate the corruptness of society," he explained.
"SDS will fade away like the
communists and the socialists of
the 1930's," he said, but mentioned
no time, saying, "Until society
finds a way to Integrate those disenchanted, these groups will remain."
McDonald further pointed out
that the methods used by SDS has
not been extremely successful.
"Generally," he said, "on some
campuses SDS has not helped that
much. Federal action has shown
this; for federal funds to colleges
are being cut back and withheld."
"There are other methods,"
McDonald said. "The thing to do Is
go out, find the evidence, and
bring the facts to the right people.
There's no need to kick a president down thft stairs."
"I believe that administrators
want to get along, and are willing
to face reasonable, student requests," he said.
"But If you threaten someone,
he'll react and he'll react In a repressive manner," he added.
"The best thing to do is to stop
shouting and throwing rocks and
start talking things over," he concluded. "We've got to start communicating."
MOTHERS
DAY
THIS SUNDAY
MAY 11

Why is Camaro
the pace car again?

w
THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
I, , Student Services Blda.

MffUf

e

Jist Received

I'

Official liwlmnn|>»liK ■'■<«> I'."' Cur, Cmmiro SS Convertible
with Itnlly S|M»rl equipment un< I new SU|*T Scoop hood.

.

Because it's the Hugger.
Cnmaro SS has been chosen to be (lie Indy 500
pace Car for the second time in three years. That's
because it has what it takes.
Engine choices start with a standard 300-hp
350-cu.-in. Turbo-Fire V8 and run up to a 325-hp
396-cu.-in. Turbo-Jet job. There's even a new
Super Scoop hood you can order. It opens on
acceleration, pouring cooler air into the engine for
more go power.
The SS version of the Hugger grips the road with
wide-oval tires on 14 x 7*inch-wide wheels, beefedCHEVROLET

up suspension and |>ower disc brakes.
The transmission comes linked lo a 3-speed floor
shift. If you want still more, there's a 4-speed Hurst
shifter available.
Indy's tough. So's Cnmaro SS.
When it comes to pneesetting, it's pretty clear
that Camaro knows its way around.
Start setting n pace of your own. At your
Chevrolet dealer's now.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

Pacesetter Values at oar Spurts Department.

i

Lev.
Bell-bottoms
"Blue Jeans"

$7.00
also
Light Tan

-

"Bush
Jackets"
$14.00
hip length
Tan Only

LeitMOR's
MOM'S Wear
147 N. Main
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Campus, business leaders
to meet for symposium

Approximately 10J stui?nts and
business leaderswlll meet on campus today as part of a United
States
Chamber of Commerce
Symposium.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce
has Instituted a nationwide program it symposia designed to
bring campus student leaders In
contact with business leaders to
discuss some of tin current Issues
facing the business community today.
"The Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce has been designated by
the Ohio Chamber of Commerce

Sun Time
is

to direct this symposium for the
new Ohio area," said Mr. Robert
Hoagland, executive manager of the
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce.
The symposium will begin at
9:30 a.m. with registration In the
Grand Ballroom, followed by a
series of speakers.
Stephen Stranahan, president of
the Toledo ChamberofCommerce,
will speak at 10:15 a.m. on "Poverty and Business Response."
Philip Anthony, director of the
National Alliance of Businessmen,
will speak at 11 a.m. on "Employment, Unemployment, and Manpower Development."
W.ird Schram, executive director of Environmental Conservation
of Ohio, Inc. In Fostorla, will
speak at 1:15 p.m. on "Business
and Environmental Problems."
James Parrlott, manager of employee relations development,
Marathon OH of Flndlay, will speak
at 2 p.m. on "Business and Society." Following Parrlott will be
a panel discussion on "Business
and Environment," moderated by
Dean Karl Vogt, College of Business.
The six participating chambers
of commerce will be from Alda,
Bowling Green, Defiance, Flndlay,
Sandusky, and Toledo.
The participating Institutions
will Include Bowling Green, Defiance College, Flndlay College,
Flrelands branch of BGSU, Mary
Manse College, Ohio Northern University, Penta Tech College, and
Toledo University.

Osfer invited
to conference
Dr.
Irwln I. Oster, Bowling
Green State University professor
of biology, has been Invited to the
International meeting of the Committee of Space Research, May
11-24 In Prague, Czechoslovakia.
The noted geneticist will present a paper on the effects of the
space environment on somatic and
reproductive cells. Somatic cells
compose the tissue and organs and
assist with the maintenance of the
body rather than reproduction.
Dr. Oster's paper will stem from
research done on the material recovered from Blosatelllte II, a
space capsule which carried 13
biological experiments In a successful two-day orbit.
He will also represent the United States in a round-table discussion with the Soviet Union on
blosatelllte research.

Always on sun days... and
fun days, too! They offer the
open-air comfort of carefree styling plus refreshing
colors.

Wanted: 3 (Iris to ihare alr-cooditloned apt. near campus for eummer. Call 352-5361.
Subleasing for summer qtr. fourman; furnished; alr-cond. apt. On.
block from campus. Call Pete 311
Bi omtleld, til.
Girl needed to share apt. Fall
qtr. only. CaU Pafl 238 N. 2884.
II x 45 Fum. Mobile Home this
summer 352.6588
LOST: Boy's Black Onyx ring In
U. HaU. Iteward. Contact Georgeann, Rm. 238 West, Ph. 3031.
1M7 suiukl '150' excellent condition, very low mileage. 352-4055.
Need Golf Supplies'' Bsils-clubsbags-stc Try Laaallaa Pro Shop
behind mitn store.
VOLUNTEERS
WANTED—SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT. TIME INVOLVED: HOUR
AND A HALF. PAYMENT: SUM
CALL
aDCDLOGY
SMALL
GROUP LABORATORY BETWEEN
1 AND 5 p.m. I«t. 3201.
Wanted: Cosd to do light housework and babysitting In exchange
for room and board. '60-70 school
year, and/or summer '60. car
seeded, (all MS-7SS5 after 6.
(not long distance).

In front of U.H. Sat. Plsass call
Rick 343 Rodgera, 2661.

mssan—Frl,
4-7.

Needed-one or two roommates tor
summer. Newlove apts. close to
campus. Call Sandy 354 East 2707

Wanted Folk Singers PstU's Alplnshorn Room Frl. and Sat. nits
at 0.

1 Fsmals to sub-lease apartment
at Greenvtew for summer, will
pay flrat month rent. Ann 354-8645

'62 Chevy—6 stick 1300 or offer.
332-7262.

Apts. Brand New 2-bedroom
for rent for 4 students for
Also older apts. for rent for
dents. Call Newlove Rsslty
7381.

apt.
fall.
stu353-

I Bedroom apt to sublet for summer. CaU 353-0137.

PERSONAL

Rooms for male studen's for fall
and summer. Near campus. Ph.
352-7365.

Sororities:
"Catch us If you
can." Sigma Chi Plsdgss.

Wanted—One cosd to Uvs In beginning Fall qtr. Free room and
board In exchange for babysitting
and light housework. CaU for further Info. 352-5265 or 352-5164.
Female roommats wanted for fall
it
Wlnthrop Terrace. 362-6503
The turtles srs bars. "The Hutch"
521 & Prospect, Bowling Green,
Ohio

open 1-0 dally

LOST:
Sterllag
aiver charm
bracelet In Rm 302 Women's Bldg.
D found please call Colstta at

Rooms for men etudenta, summerfall, prints kitchen-bath, call 3832711.

Do you want to see something
funnier than the Ball SL vs. BG
football Gems? Come to the Derby
Day games-Sat. May 10.
Congratulations to Don Schutte on
your recent election. Sigma Chi
Plsdgss.
Bat*. Plsdgss -Ws really had a
Ball. Gamma Phi Pledge*.

DZ It an lovln' their

Bigs

Need rids tor I to Cleveland,
salt 0— Friday. 353-5570

Men-- Rooms: Sept. and June Phoae
353-8241 or IM-eM

31 dinner special Paul's Alntnsaorn Room Fall Course veal Par-

Hide Beaded to Dataware, O. May
a. call Linda 332-1436.
Bat Becky, Thanks tor the Great
Baglanlag. Lore Little Barb.
Sss Johnny Manila, Saturday eight

Delta Tau Delta Pledges—Ws had
a great time—Gamma Phi Plodgea
BJ—You make me so happy, and
you're happy again.
Make the
temporary a permanent breakoff.
Don't go back.
We'U be happy
together. Bob.

Sisters of O Phi A, Sisterhood
Is Personal! Thanks for your Uaam'mous support. Sorry 1 couMn't
"Try Harder" for you—Sharon.
ACTIVES, GET HIGH FOR SPRING
WEEKEND! AI.PH S1G PEDGES
GAMMA PHI'S,
ZEEBS, AND
ALPHA SOS, WILL ROOL WITH
THE « BED RACE TEAM1
Congrstulatlons Sally and Karen,
now members of Golden Torch.
Gamma Phi Slaters.
Sorothy: A' the end of the rainbow I found sisters true, and now
the best big tool Love In Delta
Z*U-LltUe Maureen.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JOHN--LUV
LOU
(ongratulatlooa Mike, John sad
Gary, on going SCUTS. PHI TAU
PLEDGES.
Need rids tor I to Cleveland,
exit 0 Friday 352-3570.
NO MORE SAUNA BATHS AT THE
C.L-TRE AIRCONDITDrnilOlUa
BEEN FDtED— DON'T FORGET
THE PRIMARY COLORS—WED.
THROUGH SAT.
Spring Weekend looks great. Don't
miss the Balloon Ascsnslon, Johnay Mathla, or the Carnival.

iiiaiiiHiniHWiiBiiiatiiwww

Six ways to say
I love me. *1^.
Elfish
feather

English
feather

English
feather

®k if
COLOGNE

SOAP

All .PURPOSE
IOTION

Kutina

Sample the delights of three different
English Leather fragrances plus soap,
shampoo and hair dressing. You can
love yourself to pieces if someone soft
doesn't get to you first.

SHOULD HAVE BEEN

Inglish feather

$3.99 to $8.99

University Courts Summer Leasing. Groups of 3 and 4 students.
completely alr-condltloned. Fully
carpeted Furnished. 1 block from
campus. Call 352-5811 for Information.

Apt. for married couple near campus. Immsd. occupancy 350 a month
353-4066.

Girl roommats needed for seat
ysar to share apartment at Wlatnrop Terrace. Kathy 406 or Linos 405 Ashley.

LOST; eaegleem. amber colored.

and Sat. 5-7; Sun.

John Henry—Another "meet" like
the last and even the rosdnmnsr
wlU find It hard keeping "track"
of you.
Good luck st Miami.
Lovo "6'6 1/2"

SSB.1-6
Closed Thursdays

364 4731.

You'll have more than a
time st the Carnival this
endl

classifieds

Woman needed to share furnlahed
apt. summer term, Varalty Square
352-H32.

•

COiOONI

MEM COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 122, New York, N.Y. 10046
Here's my dollar. Send me my English Loolher
Sampler.

Now
Address
City.

-Stole.

MAY COURT

ill I ^IHTIli
141 N. MAW ST.
■ OWLINO MIIN. OHIO 4MOS

QUEEN

Get High for

PHI KAPPA TAU
BED RACE
Fri. May 9
6:00 P.M. Union Oval

PHI KAPPA TAU PLEDGES

Cheeseburger
Special
C#£f
HAMBURG!**

E

Buy 3 pay for 2
Buy 6 pay for 4
and on.
and on....

The More You Buy
The More You Save
FRI, SAT, & SUNDAY ONLY

&

AWS
Presents
A SPRING LOOK
AT FASHION

*
•

Sat. 10th of May
1:00 PM in the
Pheasant Room & The Nest e
FREE TO THE PUBLIC
.

PLEASE COME! •
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Robert Sward Reading, April 8

Literary S

Rounded discordant harmony laughed
When people set free their poetry
Yet the first voice, "What should I do?"
ROTC added their Sousa martial meter
And rounded discordant harmony laughed
Yet the first voice, "What should I do?"
Flour soft sounds from the Poet
And expectant imaginations fed soft while sounds
To the rythmic step of the poet uncertain, asking
But certain of "hungry" parted hands, asking
Yet, the first voice, "What should I do?"

MTV
r .

A moment to set free inner "hungry" hands
Let them touch the love experience of holding hands
Clasping, singing in discordant harmony
Yet, always the voice, the voice.
—Hoy W. Thomson

r

<*.

Lonesome Mongrel

ii i! -■■■
*m WtnWt

§|3

Lonesome Mongrel, you've come to plead
your case against the jury
hung.

■H
IM

*•■■

They ask - your spots.your stripes, your gruesome looks where from' your mother, your father, the Devil?

«.

who created you7

i. 1
«
^■m 1
.Mm]

Mongrel, I say you are a work of art - moderncircles, cubes, and mass communication.

em

Mongrel, your crooked limbs, your shark-finned mane:
belie your streaming innocence, intelligence.
You -1 defend, applaud: gallantly.
Now, mongrel, pierce your ears, your eyes, your abilities,
and sniff the savory meat of the blind.
Ignore the surrounding kingdom of wild beasts.
Be the beauty, rebel of your chance to rule.
Repent guiltily of your non-sins to the cheesebox gallery.
Let the teeth of these mice knaw at your soul,
For they hunger for the salt of the earth.
mongrel, I hauntingly await your decision - for
I am no emotional skag - yes, I am a juror;
needless to say, I hang
suspended in thought.
-Nancy Goodwin

.<*«.

1

.

ThriwrTyj::,—.

'am*

^'Vl

How I Spend My Tim* in Bowling Green

-.for N.T.S.
After every class, I dash back and
wait for something to happen,
Anything.
A letter from the F.B.I.,
or Mom,
or my draft board,

Photos by L|
Mr. Shincman holds
University of Nebrasll
tor in Fine Arts at
will soon bo known ui|

or a girl I have made pregnant,
or even Reader's Digest.
I hope for o telephone call,
from a magazine salesman,
or a wrong number,
or dial-a-prayer.
But nothing ever happens.
I even try to help it along.
I send out letterslots of them
to jobs I don't even want.
I try to get fired from
the jobs I already have.
I try to make people like me,
but they just sit there.
I try to make them hate me,
but they just sit there.
I chain-smoke cigars,
trying to get cancer.
I cut tests.

Down the canyon
atonsillectomy is needed
to put the garbage down
or else
a famine
would obviate all need
of humanitaiianism
Quit stuffing.
let me starve
for the sake of social ills
but the pangs cause a quake
and the canyon gives in
to San Andreas
and society with it.
-Debbie Perkins

I flunk tests.
I even pass tests.
I give God the finger
but nothing happens then either.
I drink a shot of beer
every minute for two hours.
I run barefoot in the snow,
trying to get a cold.
I light a whole box of matches,
trying to find one that doesn't work.
--Dick Paterson

Animals
In search
Prepare
Rememb^
Go out oj
Loose yc
Knock or
Then jun\
Sink as
You are
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Meditations
for L. 4/11/69

■ .

3' ■ »wi.;
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Tonight 1 urn having spiritual intercourse
with Friday Night at the Movies.
Pacing Marysville, I dip my head
in the valley of the shadow,
because this Mecca begins only
with the same letter.
My prayer for loduy: Helen of Troy,
this cartoon version of your latest triumph.
The moral: brown Greeks can bear no gifts
in the land of sweetness and light.
Hut I fear no evil;
because I know you'll never show up
in Home and Garden,
and if ten thousand ships sail across the quarry,
you'll remember the Triumph flies faster alone.

—Dick Peterson

_|l

New Towns
Now brand-new, brand-named towns are made quite overnight,
and with their modelled neatness shame tumescent cities
that jet their spermy suburbs into wombs
of grimy country girls who lie next door.

'*
But what will children of these new towns do for deeds and heroes?
Will teachers lead them to the very spot the loan was signed
to build the town, or in dramatic whispers give account
about the evil men who carried signs
and forced the settlers to the council fire?
Will old men, in their forties, grumble up that arctic weekend
when the gin ran low and brought them to the edge of temperance?
Shall Father tell at bedtime how, in Trenton's morning dork,
he hitched the U-Haul to his Mustang and set out
through country hostile to his credit cords?
—Edward Morris

•

-

fry Shineman
JM.F.A. degree from the
is presently un instrucjio State University and
iDcerslayer's Pappy.'

Nightwise
a jay is frozen
still as blue wax
where the moon
sits on the field
like a robe.
the black-glass eves

shine
like black moons,
and, there in the silence,
even the owl wonders
what he knows,

and screeches owl obscenities.
beyond the sky

the sun is streaking

lippolytus

and
the moon and the jay
fade together.
--David Adams

|fhe human race run down streets
'■ lost minds and stolen worlds
|the winter storm
/ery man yearns for some kind of soul
strip a tree of leaves in the spring
\elf in a frenzy of frustration
ors till your fists become stronger
\nto a tub of warm water
ty boats as you choose
-W.W. Werner

Autumn Gathering
I set out my poems to
ripen
with the thick squash
& the pumpkin.
would I write a field
to yellow in the sun
my harvest would say
no more than
words can/
thoughts do.
betsy brandfass
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Air
Hung on " moonbeam
I who put me there
have lrft no flesh, no eyes.
I share my body yours with death
ilcur wisdom
ambushed In rrou.s that storm my
citadels anil pick me dry now
how shall I love who hurl
now how if by toil
and blind how
look down halls beyond the
doors I open
I shall open all for
I tvotdd know
all things
should come upon me I should
come upon all
things
I start to sing
beware
in this unlearning I have
carried off my prize
oh mother mouth oh words
hold me this lime from tears
my raped my ruined heart is
breaking for its fullness

The first Circle
Once
when it wus
first light
and only enough to see
frost on a field of thistles
a snow goose flew
through a stand of fir trees
It was just us I thought
to tell you this

The Demotion
Satin in bar
reclining chair

I saw you

the lower prices

rise
and walk away
--Robert F.rman

stab;
Every day
clients meet/
discuss business
in the street;
groceries now
no more laces

what tell me
what will overflow these sockets
you have emptied
I am empty
(complex question)
I have found in part the
answer (not so
simple) it is
this
in this your challenge is
defeat and also triumph
for I cannot stare you down
and so I praise you.
—Jan Pallister
copyflQpit 1968, Beyond Baroque
reprint from Beyond Baroque 691

weekend holidays
social graces,
and now
at night

On T.J.'s Leaving

the bedstand light
clicks three times
never more,

Erdgeist

pride prevents four;

So unskilled at baiting confidences
(As if it were a game
Well-schemed and regulated and meaningless)
It's jabberwochy-talky:
Nonsense syllables signifying
What.'
Your living crucifix, self-made.
Hangs above my head.
Worshipping, I learn the heat of
Your thighs, the heaving of
Your breasts, the visage of
My mind.
I flounder in cold, indifferent seas
Scorched by the sun.
November's storm rent the sails
Crumbled masts and men:
We drifted twenty years
No better am I now.
My Aristophanes circle split,
I still love in fierceness.
My feet attempting bottomI throw myself prostrate
Vulnerable, defenseless
No better, no better!
John Wayne vs. Cinderella - before her slipper
What a scibbard they would make! I laugh
I cry. We are naught but
Ridiculous.
Prying, my eyes search for
The helmsman's distant guideUnendingNo light
No ship
Just sea. and sea. and sea.
—Marsha Leslie

daybreak breakfast/
marmalade teasgone to herring and
Immagrant's cheese
Fishermen and wharves.
—Gary Silver

And you were here, promethean!
I see your wooden wall.
The cricket said it clove the sky
And bound the mountains to the fields.
Where are you now?—
My grasses scale its dizzy heights
And termites chew its summits into dust.
-Joe Scott

Love Poem
tonight
the cat and i
have been looking out the window
longing after something
she was in heat
and you were in clevelund
—Robert Ki in.m

Cave, MAN
just a-sittin' in Plato's cave
spitting stones at a fire
(yes, i'm scared of bubbl ing voices)

rock-bored.
I ta>k my stroll
and now the stars have left me
so, .'get drunk!
and dream bright things
-Carol J. Pierman
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more about

Revised code

(Continued from page 1)
Grand Jury indicted him on charges
of possession of narcotics.
Under the revised Code, the University would have to wait until
he was convicted on the charges.
In the meantime, the University
would have been obliged to let him

Hale, Miller represent BG
in Collegiate bridge contest
Two University students will be
entered in the first national collegiate bridge tournament in Knoxvlfl, Tenn. May 9 - 11.
William Hale, senior from Bowling Green, and J. Alan Miller, sophomore from vostorla, will be trying
to outbid bridge players from colleges throughout the coutry In the
tournament which Is sponsored by
the American Association of University Unions.
After winning the campus championship in January, the bridge partners went on to the regional tournament at the University of Dayton.
Defeating approximately 14 teams
from Ohio, Michigan and On'arlo,
they earned a spot In the nationals.
The two students are Last month
they placed second at the national
submasters pair bridge tournament
sponsored by the American Contract Bridge League In Cleveland.

XI
Pledges
Say
CONGRATS
BARB
MILITARY
BUCKLEY

CONGRATULATIONS
SISTERS
SUE KNEPPER
SUSAN WEISKETTLE
LINDA MANFUL

ON BEING SELECTED
TO GOLDEN TORCH SOCIETY
THE ALPHA PHI'S

Held Over Cla-zel
2nd Big Week

remain on as a student.
Negotiations on these conflicts
will likely continue for some time.
Dr. Bond has stated that the President's Advisory Council will soon
activate a Unlversity-wlde code
committee to consider the Student
Council revised code.
The bulk of the lobbying In the

administration for the revised code
Is being handled by Warfleld, Mary
Blitz, Beth Wolf, and Eric Furry,
the members of the Student Council Code Committee.
Warfleld said yesterday that the
revised code also has the tacit
support of the Faculty Senate Student Relations Committee.

THE SHACK
"REDUCED
PRICES"
5-8 PM

E.G.
SORORITIES
YOU BETTER
BE READY CAUSE
THE SIGS ARE FAST
GET HIGH FOR DERBY DAY
Sat May 70

Eve. at 7:30, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. ■ at 2, 3:45, 5:30

WINNER-BEST ACTOR!
ACADEMY AWARD

CLIFF
ROBERTSON

HELD OVER!
WE STILL HAVE
Campus-PAC
'College Sampler
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens . . . like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think of all
our effort going down the drain

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Bud». For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
s
" 11 Q Enough said. (Of
%j 110 •
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(Bui you know that.)
ANHEUSES-iUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS AIKEUS • TAMPA ■ HOUSTON • COLUMtUS
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ABM forum, moil-in today
The Antl-Balllstlc Missile system will be the topic of an open
forum and "mall-in"todayat4p.m.
on the steps of Williams Hall.
Main speaker for the forum will
be Dr. P. Richard Place, of the
history department from Wayne
State University. Others on the
panel discussing the Issue will be
Shepard Braun, Instructor In philosophy, Dr. William O. Relchert,
professor of political science, and
others. Moderator of the forum
will be John Ho 11 an, instructor in
sociology.
Following the panel discussion
there will be a "mail-In" at the
University Post Office, where ln-

terested people will hold a mass
mailing to various key senators
concerning the ABM question.
All day today, a table will be set
up In front of Williams Hall where
people can write letters to various
senators concerned with the ABM
system. Paper, stamped envelopes,
and pens will be provided. In
case of bad weather, the table will
be moved Inside of University Hall.
In case of bad weather, the forum
Itself will be moved to the auditorium of the Education Building.
The forum Is being sponsored by
the Ohio Peace Action Council and
the New Democratic Coalition.
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The Bowling Green State University department of psychology has
received a $531,900 grant from the
National Science Foundation for a
three year development plan, Dr.
Robert M. Gulon, chairman, has
announced.
The grant is the largest of Its
type a department at the University has ever received from the
National Science Foundation, according to Charles C. Stocker, of
the University business office.
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The purpose of the three year
plan Is "to develop an atmosphere
In which people of differing specializations and academic levels can
provide mvtual support, communication and stimulation In the field
of psychology,"Dr. Gulon said.
He listed the five objectives of
the plan as Mrlnu an adequate
faculty for a general psychology
program; Improved research programs; systematic and continuing
opportunities for educational
growth; more development In the

^^

undergraduate areas, and a better
relationship between psychology,
other academic areas and the general public.
The plan will get off to a good
start this summer when the department, one of five at the University to have a doctoral program,
is scheduled to move Into new
quarters—a $2.8 million, five story
Psychology Building.
Half of the funds from ttie NSF
have been earmarked for equipping
the building, Dr. Gulon said.

Education Building
dedication planned
Dedication ceremonies for the
$1.8 million Education Building will
be held at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 17.
The new structure Is one of the
nation's largest training grounds
for teachers. Bowling Green ranks
eleventh In the United States and
second in Ohio In the certification
of new teachers, according to figures released by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE). This quarter 6,547 of the University's 13,169
students are enrolled In the College
of Education.
Dr. Tisodore J. Jenson, dean of
the College of Education, described
the building as "a showcase for
Innovative teaching" and "a center for experimentation In education."
Designed by Toledo architects
Buehrer and Stough, the five-story
structure was built by Mosser Construction Co., Fremont.
Leading the list of dedication
dignitaries will be Dr. J. Francis
Leddy, president of the University
of Windsor, Ontario, who will deliver the main address. The ceremonies will be held In the Education Building Auditorium.
Dr. John D. Mlllett, chancellor of

the Ohio Board of Regents, will
present the building to Donald G.
Simmons, president of the Bowling
Green Board of Trustees. Kenneth
Kerrigan, a Glbsonburg junior education major and president of the
Bowling Green Student Education
Association, will deliver the student response.
Among the special guests will be
Charles F. Kurfess, speaker of the
Ohio House of Representatives;
Martin Essex, superintendent of
public Instruction for Ohio Department of Education; Robert Stough,
associate architect of Buehrer and
Stough, and Robert G. Waller,
vice-president of Mosser Construction.
Three of Ohio's outstanding educators will be awarded citations
by University President William
T. Jerome ni. The educators are
Clyde Hlssong, retired Ohio state
superintendent; James R. Tanner
assistant superintendent of the
Cleveland Public Schools, and R>bert F. Shelton, administrative
assistant to the superintendent of
the Toledo Public Schools and
1968 recipient of the Bowling Green
State University Alumni Service
Award.

Campus calendar
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Will sponsor a film,"Selfactualizing People," at 6:30 p.m.
today, in 115 Ed. Bldg.

is
FAMOUS BRAND NAME
DRESS SHIRT SALE!

$4.99
QKIGINALLY 8„50 TO (10
*A name you'll recognize for fine quality
*Long sleeve,, trim huqqer body in button down
and spread collars... Sires 14ft to 165$
* Assorted stripes on light or dark grounds

FAMOUS BRAND NECKWEAR

Originally sold for 4.50 to
5.50. Choose stripes, clubs.
$1.99

HERE
See It
At

BOB
SPENCE
BUICK
CO.
1051 N. Dixie Hwy.
Bowling Green, Ohio

LASALi^TS

Ph. 353-3611

WIA
Tennis Club will hold Us "Woman's Sports Day," Saturday In the
Ice Arena. Tennis matches with
KSU, OU, and Ohio Northern will
begin at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., and
4 p.m.
SIGMA PHI
Will hold Its final meeting of the
year at 6 p.m. today, in the News
office. The election of new officers
will take place and all new members
and present officers should attend.

by the BGSU Opera Workshop at
8:15 p.m.Saturday In the Recital
Hall of the School of Music.
FRSE UNIVERSITY
Will conduct a non-credit course
In the discussion of poetry. The
course will be taught be Mr. Philip
O'Connor Instructor In English at
6 p.m. on Monday, May 12 In 303
Moseley.
SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF
MANAGEMENT
Will hold a reorganizations!
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in 114 Education Bldg., on Tuesday, May 13.
All students are invited to attend,
especially those majoring in business fields.

AWS
Will sponsor Its annual May Sing
from 1:30 - 4 p.m.Sunday, in the
Grand Ballroom. Admission is
free.

KARATE CLUB
Will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.
today In 108 Women's Gym. Summer classes will be set up.

OPERA
"The Medium" and "The Telephone", one act operas by GianCarlo Menottl, will be performed

VETERN'SCLUB
Will hold an open meeting at
7 p.m. today In the Capital Room
■ ■f the Union.

Congratulations
Alpha Phi's
On Winning

THE
DEAN'S TROPHY
for

Highest Scholastic
Achievement
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Falcon stick men blast ND, 15-2
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The oppressive heat dulled the
Falcon stickers in the initial half
of their clash with Notre Dame
yesterday, but not for the full 60
minutes of action.
Bowling Green was revived in the
final quarters, pouring in nine
goals to none for an easy 15-2 win
over the visiting Irish. The Falcons had been able to Jump ahead
only 6-2 In the early quarters.
"The heat didn't help much,"
said coach Mickey Cochrane about
the ragged start, "but we were
much better in the second half."
It was the ninth win for the
Falcons against no defeats and the
eleventh straight win over two seasons. The win helped the stickers
break their previous high of eight
wins. Another record WAS snapped
and one tied In the romp.
John Dohms broke the season
point's record (goals plus assists)
of 34. John tallied four points to
up his total to 36. The attackman
was Joined by Stave Hart In record
performances. Hart scored five
goals to matcli a single game record held by five different players
Including himself.

Hart and Dohms teamed up with
Terry Smith to provide devastating
riding on Notre Dame clear attempts. The Irish were able to
complete Just 18 of 46 clears
against the aggressive Falcons attack and mldfleld.
The defense was generous in the
second quarter allowing two unchecked shots on goal that passed
goalie Sam Glarrusso for the Irlsh's only scores of the game.
Tne defense came around strong
though to limit the visitors to a
scant 18 shots.
Glarrusso turned back 12 of the
Irish shots making several fine
stops to whitewash the Notre Dame
stickers in the second half.
The Falcons took 25 shots on
goal In the first half and put through
six, however, they were forcing
their offense and missed Increasing their lead. They came back
in the second half with 36 tosses
and poured nine by the Irish goalie.
Jerry Kammer.
A slow tempo marked the early
going but the Falcons responded
In the later action with a spirited
attack,
complimented by some
solid reserve play. Bowling Green
racked up a 75-42 edge In groundballs !ed by Smith with 11 and Hart
with nine.

"We have still got to play better
than we did today," warned Cochrane, "we have got to play tough
for four quarters If we hope to
beat Denison."
After their shabby first period
the Falcons did come back with
five goals In the second to carry
a 6-2 margin Into the lockerroom.Bowling Green enjoyed tremendous success with their clearing on 22 of 27 attempts but were
never able to capitalize on the fast
break.
The visitors couldn't do an adequate Job defensively on the Falcon scoring leaders and were riddled further for single goals by
five other BG stickers. Seven of
the goals came on strong Individual
efforts.
BG
1 5 5 4 -15
Notre Dame
0 2 0 0-2
GOALS—BG - Hart (5), Farrell
(3), Curtis, Dohma, Zimmerman,
Hicks, Sachse, Winters and Smith;
Notre Dame - Metzger and Morln.
ASSISTS—BG - Dohms (3), Smith
(2), Curtis, Hicks and Winters;
Notre Dame - Metzger and Morln.
SAVES—BG - Glarrusso 12; ND,
Kammer 19.
SHOTS—BG 61; ND 18
GROUNDBALLS—BG 75; ND 42

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER.-Terry Smith (whit* jersey) fight* (or
a ground ball in Wednesday's action against Notre Dame. BG won
the match 15-2.
r

I >

GET THAT BALL-John Dohms (12), whose four
points helped him to break the season point record
at BG, tangles with two ND stickers for a loose

ball as Terry Smith (46) moves in to give some
Help. (Photos by Tim Culek)

Boofers keeping in shape
GOALWARD BOUND-Joe Zimmerman (64), who returned to action
after missing last weekend's match against Cleveland, sets his
sights on the Irish goal.

Golfers tumble at TU
By ALEX ANGELLE
Sports Writer
Kant State left Its calling card
at Toledo Monday afternoon, In the
form of a resounding 10- stroke
win over Toledo, and a 16-stroke
edge over the struggling Falcons
of Bowling Green.
Last year's MAC champs again
proved that they have not lost the
finesse which helped them to victory In She conference finale. Rick
Meeker led the charge for the
Flashes with a three over-par 74,
which put him In the familiar position of being medalist for the day.
Meeker, termud "019 of the finest
golfers around," by Falcon coach
Forrest Creason, found Toledo's
Byrnwyke Golf Course to his liking
and proceeded to craft the best
score of the day over the tightly
formed layout.
Toledo's Joe Meglen offered the
stlffest competition to Meeker, but
the Rocket veteran fell two strokes
short as he carded a five-over-par
76 for the day. Meglen's performance was one of his best In recent
• matches, as he has had considerable
difficulty on the links In Toledo's
preceedlng encounters.
J
Tom Bohardt,. Bowling Green's
two-year veteran-.*noc.MA(i ntedal*• ist, re-established himself as the

Falcon's top golfer by finishing with
a 36 for the back nine holes to
chalk up a 78 for the day. Bohardt was tied for team scoring
honors by John Anderson, who was
playing In his first match this season due to his fine showing In a
qualifying round prior to the match.
Sid Rodeheffer's 81 came next
In the Falcon's top-score sheet.
One stroke behind Rodeheffer was
Ed Hadaway with an 82. Tom
Ohlmacher's 87 andCralg Leister's
91 finished out the scoring for Bowling Green.
Coach Forrest Creason voiced
his disappointment at not being able
to catch Toledo. The Falcons, who
finished six strokes behind the Rockets, could have beaten Toledo "If
a few of the boys wo aid have turned
In just sllghly better scores," said
C reason.

Intramural notes
Entries for the IM track and field
meet are due today in the IM office.
The preliminaries will be hela next
Tuesday at 6 p.m. and the finals
on Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Entries for the All-Campus onewalL,.paddleball, coed tennis -and
mens single tennis tournament are;
available and due by next Tuesday.

A maturing soccer program at
Bowling Green produced its first
winner last fall with a 5-4-1 record. Before another fall rolls
around, It could receive a healthy boost from a strengthened
spring program under the tutelage of the captains and a graduate assistant.
The Increased number of spring
sessions Is allowing the captains,
Gary Kovacs and Tom Aslmou,
and coach Jim Thleser to evaluate the new talent. The majority of the help will be coming
from the highly successful freshmen squad that rolled to a perfect 6-0 ledger. Mos! o.' the 20
to 25 candidates going through
the drills are freshmen either
from the team or those unable
tc play In the fall.
"The freshman team was fantastic,"
said frosh coach Jim
Thleser, "by the time we- Jelled
we were really great, our record speaks for Itself. "Twelve
of the boys should make varsity
next fall."
The freshmen additions will be
welcome with the loss of seven
lettermen. Gone will be Bob Bartels, Gordle Beecher, Pete Farrell, Dean Forsberg, Al Fromm,
Mike Golden, and Dick Green.
Ten veterans will return, however, to offer a nucleus for head
coach Mickey Cochrane.
Competition will be heightened
further with the advent of the',
freshman eligibility rule, permit-'
ting freshmen to participate in a
varsity sport In their first year.
The competition should be fierce
with great numbers battling {or '
a llm.'ted number of spots on the
traveling roster.

"We are trying to build up yet; something that has been missthe spring program," said Thlesing before.
er. "We need it to help give us a
future look."
The hooters are scheduled to
play a spring game against Ohio
Wesleyan on May 25, and are
Selected For the latest "athletes
hopeful of lining up other matches. Soccer drills are limited in of the week" list were Terry Bork
numbers like football and the hoot- In baseball, Mike Miller In tennis,
ers go four nights a week on a Ed Hadaway in golf, Bobby James
In track, and John Dohms in lavoluntary basis.
crosse.
Bow'.lng Green will return vetBork, who chose baseball over
erans Fred Welsm-inn, Wolfgang spring football, has been making his
Petrasko, Dave Sutherland, Kov- presence felt on the diamond with
acs and Aslmou to highlight the some excellent pitching perforlist of returners. Thleser expects mances. Bork fired a four hit shutat least five of his frosh boaters out In the first game of the doubleto break the starting lineup. He header swept against Miami '.Satlists Bob Gofus and Joe Alaba urday while throwing only 97
on defense, and Bill Minarlk, Ed pitches.
Marsmin, and Don Gable on ofIn the come from behind 5-4
fense.
tennis victory over Kent State SatMinarlk was the scoring leader urday, Miller playing In the number
for the freshmen with seven goals two spot, won his singles match
and eight assists for 15 points to boost his record to 12-1.
while Gable was second with 13
Sophomore Hadaway took only 76
points and the frosh assist record strokes on the BG golf course Satof 10. Marsman with nine goals urday, as he beat Western Michled this department while tying with igan's Steve Eckert, and earned
Alan Carroll for points with 12. medalist honors in the process.
The frosh scored 41 points to six
In the midst of all the good
for their opponents.
Falcon performances in the quint"This Is not counting five or angular meat here Saturday, Bobby
six more that should make the James' win in the 100 yard dash
team somewhere. We also got was one of the best. His time of
some new ones that didn't come 9.4 seconds would have gone down
out in the fall," said Thleser. in the record book alongside Henry
"Mickey (Cochrane) could have Williams if the wind had not been
a young team, but It could be the 1 m.p.h. over the allowable limit
best, with the leadership of the for official records,_
upper class and the desire of the,
There were 18 ;joals scored
young boys," said Thleser.
against the Cleveland lacrosse club
He expects the varsity to be Saturday, but John Dohms was creseveral men deep at almost all dited with two, and he also tied
positions with their best depth the single game assist record of 5.

Top athletes
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And the
rainscame...
faster and harder
, , until they deluged the campus in a
quick and unannounced cloudy-skied storm.
It caught everyone--with the possible exception of a water sprinkler or two refusing
to yield its occupation to a few paltry drops
from the sky-by surprise.
It ended just about as quick as it started,
needing only 20 minutes or so to spoil the
coeds hair styles the super clean fraternity
outfits and the fun in the-inner campus sun
of the handful of BG "hippies."

